
Hut PPP: Perfect Pen Polish
HUT PPP Satin Gloss (Brown Bar–Step 1) and HUT PPP High 
Gloss (Cream Colored Bar–Step 2) are unique products for wood 
finishing that work together to remove fine scratches and give 
a final finish in two simple steps. HUT PPP makes an instant 
durable, attractive finish that requires no drying time.

Application
Sand the turning through at least 400–600 grit. The finer you 
sand, the glossier the finish will be. With the lathe running, hold 
a bar of HUT PPP Satin Gloss (brown bar) against the work piece, 
beginning at one end and slowly work your way to the other, 
leaving a thin coating of finish on the surface. The turning should 
turn as fast as safety permits, preferable in excess of 2500 RPM on 
small turnings. After application of the PPP hold a piece of soft 
cloth or paper towel tightly to the turning. It is essential to apply 
enough pressure to generate sufficient heat to melt the finish to 
the surface of the wood. When your cloth/towel has picked up 
the excess finish, apply a clean portion of the cloth to the surface. 
Next, follow in like manner with HUT PPP High Gloss (cream 
colored bar) to bring your turning to a great ready-to-use finish.
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Buffer Application
Sand the turning to at least 400–600 grit. The finer you sand, the
glossier the finish will be. Apply HUT PPP to a rotating 6" buffing
wheel by holding the bar against the wheel. Don’t overload the 
buffing wheel. A little goes a long way. Best results are from buffers
rotating at 3400 RPM.  Hold the piece to be polished to the rotating
wheel until you have completely covered the surface. Apply enough
pressure to generate heat. This causes the hard waxes to flow, 
penetrating the wood to give an instant finish. Use this procedure 
with both HUT bars; using a separate buffing wheel for each.


